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Abstract
Robinow syndrome, a rare genetic disorder, is characterized by skeletal dysplasia with,
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among other anomalies, extremity and hand anomalies. There is locus heterogeneity and
both dominant and recessive inheritance. A detailed description of associated extremity
and hand anomalies does not currently exist due to the rarity of this syndrome. This study
seeks to document the hand anomalies present in Robinow syndrome to allow for
improved rates of timely and accurate diagnosis. A focused assessment of the extremities
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and stature was performed using clinical examination and standard photographic images.
A total of 13 patients with clinical and molecular diagnosis consistent with dominant
Robinow syndrome or recessive Robinow syndrome were evaluated. All patients had limb
shortening, the most common of which was mesomelia; however, rhizomelia and
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micromelia were also seen. These findings are relevant to clinical characterization, particularly as Robinow syndrome has classically been defined as a “mesomelic disorder.” A
total of eight distinct hand anomalies were identified in 12 patients with both autosomal
recessive and dominant forms of Robinow syndrome. One patient did not present with
any hand differences. The most common hand findings included brachydactyly, broad
thumbs, and clinodactyly. A thorough understanding of the breadth of Robinow
syndrome-associated extremity and hand anomalies can aid in early patient identification,
improving rates of timely diagnosis and allowing for proactive management of sequelae.
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identified, there has been limited detailed analysis of genotype–
phenotype

correlations

(Bain,

Winter, &

Burn,

1986;

Bunn

In 1969, Robinow et al. described a new, rare form of dwarfism with

et al., 2014; Mazzeu et al., 2007; Patton & Afzal, 2002). Phenotypic

mesomelic limb shortening, hemivertebrae, and genital hypoplasia in

characteristics of Robinow syndrome include craniofacial, genital, and

several individuals in a single family (Robinow, Silverman, &

extremity abnormalities (Mazzeu et al., 2007). Extremity anomalies

Smith, 1969). Over the years, this syndrome has also been known as

have been loosely described in the context of broad documentation

Robinow dwarfism, fetal face, fetal face syndrome, fetal facies syn-

of phenotypic variants; however, a detailed description of the extrem-

drome, acral dysostosis with facial and genital abnormalities, and

ity and hand manifestations by a single expert evaluator along with

mesomelic dwarfism-small genitalia syndrome. Describing the features

genotype–phenotype correlation has not been done (Bain et al., 1986;

of Robinow syndrome has proven challenging due to the considerable

Bunn et al., 2014; Mazzeu et al., 2007; Patton & Afzal, 2002).

phenotypic heterogeneity and the very low prevalence of this syn-

The types of Robinow syndrome can be distinguished by the

drome. While a total of at least six associated genes have been

severity of signs and symptoms and by the pattern of inheritance.
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Autosomal recessive and autosomal dominant forms of Robinow syn-

educational symposium for the patients' families. A multidisciplinary

drome have been previously described (Afzal et al., 2000; Balci et al.,

team comprised representatives from Plastic Surgery, Urology, Neuro-

1993; Birgmeier et al., 2018; Bunn et al., 2015; Bunn et al., 2014;

psychology, and Genetics evaluated a total of 13 patients with a clini-

Danyel, Kortum, Dathe, Kutsche, & Horn, 2018; Nagasaki et al., 2018;

cal and molecular diagnosis of Robinow syndrome. A review of known

Ohkawara, Yamamoto, Tada, & Ueno, 2003; Person et al., 2010;

phenotypic characteristics was used to evaluate patients (Table 1;

Roifman et al., 2015; Seemanova, Jirasek, Sevcikova, Jodl, &

Mazzeu et al., 2007). A focused assessment of the extremity and hand

Kreisinger, 1974; Soliman, Rajab, Alsalmi, & Bedair, 1998; White

manifestations by authors A.A. and J.T. using clinical examination was

et al., 2015; White et al., 2018; White et al., 2016). Biallelic variants in

performed as previously described (Aase, 1990). All findings were later

the Receptor Tyrosine Kinase Like Orphan Receptor 2 (ROR2) gene

corroborated by the senior author. Following patient consent, stan-

[Mendelian Inheritance in Man (MIM):268310] and Nucleoredoxin

dardized photographs were obtained using a digital camera and

(NXN) [MIM: 618529] gene have all been implicated as causative

100 mm macro lens. Full body and four bilateral hand full color photo-

genes in recessive forms of the disease, though patients with NXN

graphs were obtained on each participant. Genetic testing was also

variants have more mild skeletal defects compared to those with

performed to correlate phenotypes and genotypes; methodology

ROR2-related Robinow syndrome (Afzal et al., 2000; Birgmeier

included exome sequencing, genomic sequencing, and Sanger

et al., 2018; White et al., 2018).

sequencing of target genes associated with Robinow syndrome

The autosomal dominant form is similarly rare, and the craniofacial
and limb anomalies have been described as milder than those seen in

(Zhang et al. submitted). This study was approved by the Institutional
review board at Baylor College of Medicine (protocol no. H-43246).

ROR2-related Robinow syndrome (Bunn et al., 2014; Bunn et al., 2015;
Danyel et al., 2018; Nagasaki et al., 2018; Person et al., 2010; Roifman
et al., 2015). The musculoskeletal system is often minimally affected,
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and there may be relatively normal stature with little or no limb shortening, making diagnosis particularly challenging (Furukawa, Hall, &

A total of 13 individuals with clinical and molecular diagnosis consis-

Smith, 1972; Golabi & Rosen, 1984; Maroteaux, Sauvegrain, Chrispin, &

tent with Robinow syndrome were included in this study. The patients

Farriaux, 1989; Nagasaki et al., 2018; Neri, Gurrieri, Zanni, & Lin, 1998;

ranged from 5 to 51 years of age. Ten (77%) were males and three

Opitz, Guttenberger, & Pellet, 1969; Orrico et al., 2010; So et al., 2005;

(23%) were females.

Vora & Bianchi, 2009). Multiple genes have been identified to cause
the autosomal dominant form, including missense variants and deletions of WNT5A [MIM:180700], −1 frameshift variants in the penultimate exon of the disheveled segment polarity protein 1 (DVL1) [MIM:
616331], −1 frameshift variants in the penultimate or ultimate exon of
the disheveled segment polarity protein 3 (DVL3) [MIM: 616894], and
missense and nonsense variants of Frizzled Class Receptor 2 (FZD2)

T A B L E 1 Spectrum of limb and stature abnormalities in patients
with Robinow syndrome previously reported in the literature (Mazzeu
et al., 2007)
1. Stature anomalies

a. Limb shortening skeletal dysplasia

2. Forearm anomalies

a. Forearm brachymelia
(shortened radius and ulna)
b. Bowing of radius
c. Madelung deformity
d. Dislocation of radial head

3. Hand anomalies

a.
b.
c.
d.

4. Functional
limitations

a. Decreased forearm rotation
b. Restricted forearm extension

5. Others

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

(Bunn et al., 2014; Bunn et al., 2015; Danyel et al., 2018; Nagasaki
et al., 2018; Person et al., 2010; Roifman et al., 2015; White
et al., 2015; White et al., 2016; White et al., 2018).
As a result of this syndrome's documented phenotypic and locus heterogeneity, the differential diagnosis can be extensive (White et al., 2018).
In the 2019 revised Nosology and Classification of Genetic Skeletal Disorders, Robinow syndrome was expanded and classified in the mesomelic
and rhizomelic category, confirming such phenotypic variability (Mortier
et al., 2019). While genetic testing is best able to differentiate disorders
with overlapping phenotypes, a thorough evaluation of a patient's extremity abnormalities could be a helpful clinical tool to narrow the differential
and arrive at the correct clinical diagnosis (Al-Namnam, Hariri, Thong, &
Rahman, 2019; Castori et al., 2013; Vogels & Fryns, 2006). In this study,
we set out to more precisely delineate and systematically describe the
extremity and hand manifestations of Robinow syndrome.
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METHODS

Patients with clinically identified Robinow syndrome were invited to
Texas Children's Hospital for a multidisciplinary evaluation and an

Brachydactyly
Nail hypoplasia or dystrophy
Distal phalanx duplication
Dermatoglyphic anomalies
(hypothenar whorl, absent
interphalangeal and transverse creases)
e. Ectrodactyly
f. Syndactyly
g. Broad thumbs
h. Clinodactyly
i. Camptodactyly
j. Hypoplastic phalanges
k. Polydactyly
l. Fusion of phalanges or carpal bones

Genu valgum
Lower limb brachymelia
Pes cavus
Club foot
Broad great toe
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3.1

Affected gene

Relationship

Zygosity

Height (cm)
(centile)

Age (years)

BAB number

Sex

3

Genotype

Five (38%) patients presented with heterozygous variants affecting
DVL1 and three (23%) presented with heterozygous variants affecting

166.8 (11)

Het

Proband

161.5 (2)

Het

Proband

Compound
Het

Proband,
(adopted)

DVL1

51
21

165.1 (7)

related; mother and son. Four (31%) had autosomal recessive
Robinow syndrome, with two (15%) presenting with biallelic variants

DVL1

ing NXN. One patient (8%) had an X-linked variant of GPC4. Table 2
summarizes the genotypes of our population.

|

3.2

NXN

BAB9126

34

M

BAB9128

dominant disease. Two of the individuals with WNT5A variants were

affecting ROR2 and two (15%) presenting with biallelic variants affect-

M

BAB10973

M

WNT5A, comprising a total of eight (61%) patients with autosomal

Phenotype—Skeletal dysplasia

DVL1

Proband
Proband

plasia (Figure 1). The most commonly observed form of dysplasia was
mesomelia, seen in six (46%) individuals and encompassing all genetic
variants except NXN. This was followed by micromelia which was
found in four individuals (31%) with DVL1, NXN, and WNT5A variants.
Rhizomelia was found in three (23%) patients with DVL1 and NXN var-

NXN

Het

129.7 (5)

Hom

10
7

BAB5264

116.8 (13)

F

BAB8841

M

All patients (100%) demonstrated signs of short-limbed skeletal dys-

iants. Individuals with ROR2 and GPC4 variants exclusively demon-

ROR2

Proband
Mother of
patient 1

|

3.3

Phenotype—Arm and forearm

Other limb anomalies identified included radial bowing (7%; ROR2)

WNT5A

Compound
Het
Het

142 (0.02)

22
—

—

M
F

Mother of
patient 1

BAB9136

strated mesomelic skeletal dysplasia.

and dislocation of the radial head (7%; DVL1). Five (38%) patients

WNT5A

Proband

Het

was associated with all genetic variants except the GPC4 variant.

|

DVL1

Proband

3.4
Het

8

—
154.4 (18)

14

M
F

BAB10151

Patient 1

demonstrated decreased forearm rotation; this functional abnormality

Phenotype—Hand

The phenotypic hand manifestations, broken down by genetic variant,
anomaly was observed in all patients. A total of eight distinct hand
Abbreviations: Hom, homozygous; Het, heterozygous.

ROR2
WNT5A
DVL1
GPC4

Proband

Proband
(adopted)

Proband

anomalies were identified across 12 individuals. One patient did not

Proband

Compound Het
Het
Het
Het

92.7 (0.02)

5
8

104 (0.01)
160 (21)

14
11

115.1 (0.01)

M
M
M
M

BAB14232
BAB9138
BAB9236
BAB8295

TABLE 2

Summary of patients' genotypes

are demonstrated in Figure 2. In this cohort of patients, no single hand

present with any hand anomalies. The two most common hand abnormalities were brachydactyly (92%) and clinodactyly (85%); both were
identified in all genetic variants. Remaining anomalies were more
restricted in their genetic distribution. Broad thumbs (69%) were
detected in four of the genetic variants. Distal phalanx spatulations
(38%),

nail

hypoplasia

(23%),

hypoplastic

phalanges

(15%),

camptodactyly (15%), and distal phalanx duplications (8%) were less
common and had more strict genetic associations. Ectrodactyly and
polydactyly were not found in any of our patients.
All individuals with DVL1, ROR2, and GPC4 variants showed signs
of brachydactyly, clinodactyly, and broad thumbs. Distal phalanx
duplications were only observed in one (8%) patient who carried the
WNT5A variant. One patient with an NXN variant did not show any
signs of hand anomalies.

ABU-GHNAME ET AL.
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F I G U R E 1 Skeletal dysplasias and hand phenotypes stratified by genetic variants. DVL1, disheveled segment polarity protein 1; NXN,
Nucleoredoxin; ROR2, Receptor Tyrosine Kinase Like Orphan Receptor 2; WNT5A, Wnt Family Member 5A; GPC4, Glypican 4 [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Phenotype—Lower extremity

characterized to date. The following is a comprehensive account of
the identified extremity findings in our patient cohort. We first

Three patients demonstrated lower extremity anomalies. The first

describe our clinical assessment for dysplasias, and then for a more

individual (DVL1 genetic variant) had genu valgus and broad great

detailed discussion of limb abnormalities, we divide the limb into func-

toes. The second individual, also with a DVL1 variant, solely demon-

tionally significant regions: the proximal and distal extremity. The

strated genu valgus. The third patient, with a WNT5A variant, had

proximal extremity includes arm, forearm, thigh, and leg, and the distal

brachydactyly of the foot and a duplicated great toe. Foot sizes and

extremity includes the wrist, hand, fingers, ankle, foot, and toes.

measurements were not taken.
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MESOMELIA

DISCUSSION
In our population of patients with Robinow syndrome, all individuals

Robinow syndrome is a rare, genetically heterogeneous disorder that

demonstrated signs of a short-limbed dysplasia (Figure 3). While

was originally described as a form of mesomelic dwarfism with geni-

Robinow syndrome was initially characterized by mesomeic shorten-

tal hypoplasia, normal intellect, and distinctive facial features

ing, it was later expanded by Mortier to include rhizomelic dysplasia

(Mazzeu et al., 2007; Robinow et al., 1969). While Robinow syn-

and micromelia, which were also detected in our population (Mortier

drome has typically been described to have mesomelia, our study

et al., 2019; Robinow et al., 1969). The most common form of dyspla-

demonstrates that rhizomelia and acromesomelia are also seen. The

sia in our population was mesomelic limb shortening, followed by

shortening of the forearm tends to be more severe than the shorten-

micromelia and rhizomelia.

ing of the lower extremity segments. In the hands, brachydactyly

If the diagnosis of skeletal dysplasia is determined in the prenatal

and nail hypoplasia or dystrophy have been all been described as

period or based on family history, then genetic testing or radiographs

common Robinow syndrome features. Broad and occasionally bifid

should be obtained to confirm the diagnosis. If skeletal dysplasia is

thumbs have also been reported. Partial cutaneous syndactyly can

otherwise suspected, then a systematic assessment should be con-

also occur in the hands and feet, but no consistent pattern has

ducted. Once the newborn is stable, a thorough physical exam should

emerged in the literature (Patton & Afzal, 2002), nor was it seen in

be performed—key measurements include head circumference, birth

our cohort.

weight and length, and palm and middle finger lengths. Any dysmor-

The constellation of Robinow syndrome-associated limb skeletal

phic features should be carefully delineated. Additional attention

abnormalities is extensive and requires a systematic approach to

should be paid to the proportion of the upper arm and forearm. In

ensure adequate assessment. Furthermore, in more subtle presenta-

most newborns they appear subjectively in a one to one ratio. In con-

tions, recognition of nuanced features associated with Robinow syn-

trast, those with skeletal disorders display disproportioned ratios. Sig-

drome is vital to making the diagnosis and guiding genetic testing. To

nificant shortening of the forearm or lower leg relative to the arm or

our knowledge, this series of Robinow syndrome patients represents

thigh, respectively, suggests a mesomelic dysplasia, as is most often

the

seen in Robinow syndrome.

largest

cohort

to

be

genotypically

and

phenotypically

ABU-GHNAME ET AL.
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F I G U R E 2 Spectrum of skeletal dysplasias and genu valgus in patients with Robinow syndrome. (a) Mesomelia. (b) Rhizomelia. (c) Micromelia.
(d) Genu valgus [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

After clinical evaluation, it is critical to obtain complete anterior/

pain, limited supination and pronation of the forearm, and restricted

posterior and lateral radiographs. This includes images of the skull,

terminal elbow flexion. Therefore, timely identification and treatment

proximal and distal extremities, and the spine. Organ system abnor-

by hand surgeons are paramount.

malities beyond the skeleton should also be assessed and can provide

Genu valgum, commonly called “knock-knee,” is a common condi-

relevant clues to the clinical diagnosis. For example, genital anomalies

tion affecting the lower limbs in which the knees angle in and touch

should increase suspicion for Robinow syndrome.

each other when the legs are straightened. Individuals with severe valgus deformities are typically unable to touch their feet together while
simultaneously straightening the legs, subsequently affecting the

6 | P R O X I M A L E X T R E M I T Y — ARM,
FOREARM, THIGH, AND LEG

patient's gate and balance (Espandar, Mortazavi, & Baghdadi, 2010;
Greene, 1994). This altered gate may cause additional problems such
as limping, joint stiffness, flat footedness, and pain (Espandar

Proximal upper extremity abnormalities observed in our population

et al., 2010). The extent of angular malalignment is evaluated by mea-

included radial bowing, dislocation of the radial head, and functionally

suring the tibiofemoral angle. In the vast majority of children with

decreased forearm rotation. While previously reported in the Robinow

genu valgum, the tibiofemoral angle is within two standard deviations

syndrome literature, there were no cases of Madelung deformity or

of an age-appropriate physiologic mean. These patients can be treated

restricted elbow extension in our cohort (Balci et al., 1993; Patton &

with observation and parental reassurance as the deformity resolves

Afzal, 2002). Findings centered around the proximal lower extremity

over time with no functional deficits (White & Mencio, 1995). Patho-

included genu valgum.

logic genu valgum, in which individuals have tibiofemoral angles that

Following adequate exposure, proximal extremity examination

are outside two standard deviations of the mean, is much less com-

begins with gross inspection for deformities, disproportions, swelling,

mon. Physical examination should include an accurate assessment of

and malalignments. All findings must be compared with the contralat-

the patient's stature and the location of the valgus deformity. The

eral side. Joint and neurovascular examination follows, with particular

severity of the angulation should be documented by either goniomet-

focus on range of motion and functional limitations. Radial head dislo-

ric measurement of the tibiofemoral angle or, more simply, by linear

cation occurs when the radial head is displaced from its normal articu-

measurement of the distance between the medial malleoli with the

lation with the ulna and the humerus at the annular ligament. The

patient supine and the knees together, as advocated for by Howorth

radial head can be traumatically or congenitally dislocated in isolation

et al (Howorth, 1971). Early identification and management is crucial,

or in association with other congenital anomalies (Gupta, Kundu, San-

as untreated pathologic genu valgum can lead to significant functional

gwan, & Lamba, 2013). Dislocations can be easily missed on radio-

deficits, meniscal tears, and osteoarthritis (Espandar et al., 2010). Chil-

graphs and therefore require a high index of suspicion (Lincoln &

dren with clinical features suggestive of pathologic genu valgum

Mubarak, 1994). Undiagnosed radial dislocations can result in chronic

should be referred to a specialized orthopedic surgeon.

ABU-GHNAME ET AL.
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F I G U R E 3 Spectrum of hand anomalies stratified by genetic variants in patients with Robinow syndrome. DVL1, disheveled segment polarity
protein 1; NXN, Nucleoredoxin; ROR2, Receptor Tyrosine Kinase Like Orphan Receptor 2; WNT5A, Wnt Family Member 5A; GPC4, Glypican 4
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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HAND, FEET, FINGERS, AND TOES

phalanges, spatulation or duplication of the distal phalanges, bifid distal
phalanges, and fusion of the phalanges or carpal bones. Clinodactyly
describes a usually asymptomatic but abnormal curvature of a digit

In agreement with the literature, the majority of patients in our cohort pres-

(a finger or toe) in the plane of the palm, most commonly seen in the little

ented with hand anomalies. The two most consistent hand features were

finger. Some of these distinct phalangeal and nail anomalies are similar to

brachydactyly and broad thumbs, and both were identified in all genetic

what was described by Kelly et al. in a Robinow syndrome case report

variants. This is consistent with some of the earliest as well as more recent

(Kelly et al., 1975). The authors reported on a 13-year-old patient with

phenotypic reports of Robinow Syndrome (Kargi et al., 2004; Kelly, Benson,

broad, short hands, broad thumb with bifid nails, and hypoplastic termi-

Temtamy, Plotnick, & Levin, 1975; Saraiva, Cordeiro, & Santos, 1999).

nal phalanges. While not present in our study, bifid distal phalanges have

Brachydactyly is an abnormal shortening of the fingers and toes. In most

been proposed by Murali et al. to be the hallmark feature of all types of

cases, it does not impair function or cause any pain; however, severe thumb

Robinow Syndrome, further demonstrating the versatility of this syn-

shortening can impair grip strength (Temtamy & Aglan, 2008). Evidence of

drome (Murali, Keena, & Zackai, 2018).

brachydactyly is usually present at birth but may become more apparent

A trained hand surgeon should be able to identify each of the

with growth. Diagnosis is typically made clinically, and plain films can con-

above findings and appropriately trigger subsequent workup when

firm and further characterize the diagnosis (Temtamy & Aglan, 2008). The

Robinow syndrome is suspected. The greatest barrier to more accu-

consistent finding of brachydactyly in our study conforms with the short

rately diagnosing and treating these individuals is awareness. The con-

size hand profile previously described in the literature and quantified by

genital anomalies associated with this syndrome, including mesomelic

Butler et al. (Butler, Gale, Meaney, Wadlington, & Robinow, 1987). The

dysplasia, brachydactyly, and distal phalanx abnormalities are rou-

authors analyzed the metacarpophalangeal pattern profile on 15 individuals

tinely evaluated for in the immediate postpartum period. Therefore,

with Robinow syndrome and quantifiably confirmed clinical homogeneity

we recommend a strict adherence to the published well baby exami-

of such a hand profile in Robinow syndrome.

nation practice guidelines in order to recognize and treat these mal-

Other hand anomalies seen in our series and/or reported in the liter-

formations (Turner, 2018). A referral to Plastic or Orthopedic Surgery

ature includ clinodactyly, camptodactyly, dystrophic nails, hypoplastic

when these anomalies are detected can aid in the early diagnosis and

ABU-GHNAME ET AL.
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management of the sequelae of the syndrome. Radiologic skeletal sur-

CONFLIC T OF INT ER E ST

vey and a confirmatory genetic panel consisting of DVL1, DVL3, FZD2,

None.

NXN, ROR2, WNT5A, and GPC4 should be obtained if craniofacial
evaluation substantiates a high suspicion for Robinow syndrome.
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oughly characterizes how Robinow syndrome presents in the extremities, which to date has been missing in the literature. However, we do
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We present a comprehensive analysis of the extremity findings in
13 individuals with a confirmed diagnosis of Robinow syndrome,
describing the characteristic morphological features in a manner relevant to early recognition and focused evaluation. Our systematic evaluation has identified that Robinow syndrome is not purely associated
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concurrent anomalies are imperative for proper management of these
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radiographic evaluation is paramount for complete phenotypic characterization of the extremities. Individuals with suspected Robinow syndrome should be treated in a multidisciplinary setting and referred to
a hand surgeon for thorough evaluation and management.
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